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Your Ref: 
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Fax: 
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Date: 

     

 
 
Mark Hamill 
01698 302430 
 
hamillm@norttlan.gov.uk 
18 Apr 2019  

     

 

 
 
Members of the 
Local Review Body 
     

   

Chief Executive’s Office 
Archie Aitken 

Head of Legal & Democratic 

 Solutions 

Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street 

Motherwell ML1 1AB 

DX 571701, Motherwell 2 

www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk     

  

Notice is given that a Meeting of the LOCAL REVIEW BODY is to be held within the Council 
Chamber, Civic Centre, Motherwell on Thursday, 2 May 2019 at 10:05 am or immediately following 
the Planning Committee which you are requested to attend. 
 
The agenda of business is attached. 
    

Head of Legal and Democratic Solutions  

Members :     Councillors: L Anderson, S Bonnar, B Burgess, M Coyle, S Coyle, H Curran, 

T Douglas, S Farooq, F Fotheringham, S Goldsack, A Graham, T Johnston, P Kelly, 

J Logue, F MacGregor, J McLaren, M McPake, A McVey, H McVey, C Quigley, 

J Reddin, W Shields, D Stocks, A Stubbs and S Watson.  
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 AGENDA

(1) Declarations of Interest in terms of the Ethical Standards in Public Life Etc. (Scotland) Act
2000

(2) Planning Application 18/01307/FUL -  2 Semi Detached Houses,  106 Old Edinburgh Road
Uddingston

 (a) Local Review Body Procedure (page 5 - 6) (copy herewith)

 (b) Decision Notice of 23 November 2018 (page 7 - 10) (copy herewith)

 (c) Notice of Review Submitted on behalf of the Applicant (page 11 - 26) (copy herewith)

 (d) Report of Handling (page 27 - 30) (copy herewith)

 (e) Representations received from Interested Parties (page 31 - 42) (copy herewith)

 (f) Photographs of the Site Location (page 43 - 54) (copy herewith)

 (g) Extract of Relevant Policy Documents - North Lanarkshire Local Plan (page 55 - 56)
(copy herewith)

(3) Planning Application 18/01276/FUL - Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including
Raising of Roof Ridge Height - 39 Crathie Drive, Glenmavis Airdrie

 (a) Local Review Body Procedure (page 57 - 58) (copy herewith)

 (b) Decision Notice of 21 November 2018 (page 59 - 62) (copy herewith)

 (c) Notice of Review submitted on behalf of the Applicant (page 63 - 76) (copy herewith)

 (d) Report of Handling (page 77 - 82) (copy herewith)

 (e) Representations received from Interested Parties (page 83 - 90) (copy herewith)

 (f) Photographs of the Site Location (page 91 - 110) (copy herewith)

 (g) Extract of Relevant Policy Documents - North Lanarkshire Local Plan (page 111 - 112)
(copy herewith)
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Local Review Body Procedure 
 

Stage 1 
 

 View slides of application site 

 Agree that there is sufficient information to determine the application 

 
 
Stage 2 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines the application 

 Agree the Policy position – does the proposal accord with Council policy 

 
 
Stage 3 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines other material considerations 

 Do any of the material considerations outweigh the policy position 
 
 
Stage 4 
 

 Decision and reasoned justification 
 

AGENDA ITEM 2A
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Our Ref: 18/01307/FUL
Your Ref:
Contact: Mr Paul Williams
Tel: 01236632500
E−mail: esplanningnorthlan.govuk
Date: 23rd November 2018

Peter Hughes

d o John Hutton

Flat 0/1

69 Millbrae Road

Langside

Glasgow

G42 9UT

Dear Sir/Madam,

North
Lanarkhire

Council

Enterprise And Communities
Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 1 J

Determination of Application
Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
2 Semi Detached Houses
Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services, 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston, North
Lanarkshire, 071 6113H

refer to your application for Planning Permission relative to the above proposal, which was registered on
29th August 2018. I write to advise you that this application was refused on 23rd November 2018.

I enclose a copy of the Decision Notice.

We appreciate and value customer feedback to help us understand what we do well and where we need to
improve. This allows us to tailor our service to better meet your needs.

Please take a few minutes to complete our customer survey at
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/NLCdevelopmentmanaqement. If you submitted on paper a survey form
and prepaid envelope are enclosed.

Yours faithfully,

M LL&
Shirley Linton
Head of Enterprise and Place

Enterprise & Housing Resources
Shirley Linton
Head of Enterprise and Place
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld G67 1JW
www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk

ID disability
confidentL I T − E A D E R I

,Ao*EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
GLASGOW 2018

Proud Host Venue

AGENDA ITEM 2B
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North
Lanarkshire

Council

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
as amended by the

Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)

(Scotland) Regulations 2013

No: 18/01307/FUL
Date: 23rd November 2018
To: Peter Hughes

d o John Hutton
Flat 0/1
69 Millbrae Road
Langside
Glasgow
G42 9UT

With reference to your application dated 27th August 2018 for planning permission under the above
Acts and Regulations for the following development:

2 Semi Detached Houses
Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services, 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston, North

Lanarkshire, G71 613H,

North Lanarkshire Council, in exercise of its powers under the above Acts and Regulations, hereby
REFUSES planning permission for the reasons indicated in the paper apart.

The Council's reasoning for arriving at the above decision is asfollows:−Reasoned

Justification

L
Shirley Linton
Head of Enterprise and Place
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Reasons

The proposed development is contrary to Policy DSP4 (Quality of Development) of the
North Lanarkshire Local Plan as the development would be in the front garden of 106 Old
Edinburgh Road (between the principle elevation and the main road) and the proposed
plots do not comply with council space standards and in combination this constitutes
unacceptable overdevelopment and would not integrate successfully into the local area
given the proposed siting and orientation of the proposed dwellings. The proposal is
therefore considered incongruous to the character of the area and detrimental to residential
amenity

2 The proposal would result in the intensification of the use of the existing sub−standard
access road to the detriment of road safety at this location contrary to Policy DSP4
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

PLEASE READ THESE NOTES CAREFULLY, THEY DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE, AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO LAWS WHICH MAY APPLY TO THE DEVELOPMENT WHICH YOU PROPOSE TO CARRY
OUT. IF YOU WISH TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ENTITLED TO RELY, YOU MUST CONSULT A SOLICITOR
OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVISER, e.g. AN ARCHITECT O R CHARTERED SURVEYOR.

(1) A copy of the plan which accompanied your application is returned docketed appropriately.

(2) If the applicant is aggrieved by this decision taken under delegated powers by the Planning Authority he may request that
a review of the decision is undertaken by the Councils Local Review Body. A request for a review (Notice of Review)
should be submitted to North Lanarkshire Council's Corporate Services Section in accordance with the Planning etc
(Scotland) Act 2006 within three months of this decision.

The Local Review Body may uphold the original decision or may reverse or vary any part of it and may deal with the
application as if it had been made to them in the first instance. This is regardless of the specific issues raised in the Notice
of Review..

NOTE: A request for a review should be addressed to North Lanarkshire Council's Corporate Services Section, Civic
Centre, Windmillhill Street, Motherwell MI−1 lAB. The appropriate Notice of Review form is available online at
www.eplanning.scotland.gov.uk

(3) If permission to develop land is refused and the owner of the land claims that the land has become incapable of
reasonably beneficial use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonably beneficial use by the carrying
out of any development which has been or would be permitted, he may serve on the Planning Authority a purchase notice
of his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions of Sections 88 to 94 of the Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act 1997.

(4) Where it appears to the Planning Authority that there has been a breach of planning control, they may serve enforcement
and stop notices requiring the breach to be remedied.
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NOTICE OF REVIEW
Under Section 43A(8) Of the Town and County Planning (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 (As amended) In Respect

of Decisions on Local Developments
The Town and Country Planning (Schemes of Delegation and Local Review Procedure) (SCOTLAND)

Regulations 2013
The Town and Country Planning (Appeals) (SCOTLAND) Regulations 2013

IMPORTANT: Please read and follow the guidance notes provided when comp le t i ng this
form. Failure to supply all the relevant information could invalidate your notice of review.

PLEASE NOTE IT IS FASTER AND SIMPLER TO SUBMIT PLANNING APPLICATIONS
ELECTRONICALLY VIA https:/Iwww.eplanninq.scot

1. Applicant's Details 2. Agent's Details (if any)

Title Ref No.

Forename Forename

Surname Surname

Company Name

Building No./Name

Address Line I

Address Line 2

Town/City

Posto

Telep

Mobil

Fax

Email

100
OLD)2CI4

UDDJ 4 T c−..J

woer#4 LAyjAers

3. Application Details

Planning authority

Planning authority's application reference number

Site address

Company Name

Building No./Name

Address Line I

Address Line 2

Town/City

Postcode
Telephone I O 1T1.

Mobile

Fax

Email f l r & l I.

I o i z r i + L F a i−li 0 .E 6 r i d
I 8 1 c i o i J i u I

1 0 0 , 0 L O ) I t−1 U RLC1+ P A D
O D l T<)

Description of proposed development

2, S E ) v l I D−E

ENVIRONMENT

1

−j*p.J..

AGENDA ITEM 2C
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−−Date

of application j Date of decision (if any) 2 3 / 1 1.=

This notice must be served on the planning authority within three months of the date of decision notice or
from the date of expiry of the period allowed for determining the application.
4. Nature of Application

Application for planning permission (including householder application) E1−•

Application for planning permission in principle [:J

Further application (including development that has not yet commenced and where a time limit has
been imposed; renewal of planning permission and/or modification, variation or removal of a planning
condition) [J
Application for approval of matters specified in conditions

5. Reasons for seeking review

Refusal of application by appointed officer

Failure by appointed officer to determine the application within the period allowed for determination
of the application [J

Conditions imposed on consent by appointed officer [3

6. Review procedure

The Local Review Body will decide on the procedure to be used to determine your review and may at any time
during the review process require that further information or representations be made to enable them to determine
the review. Further information may be required by one or a combination of procedures, such as: written
submissions; the holding of one or more hearing sessions and/or inspecting the land which is the subject of the
review case.

Please indicate what procedure (or combination of procedures) you think is most appropriate for the handling of
your review. You may tick more than one box if you wish the review to be conducted by a combination of
procedures.

Further written submissions
One or more hearing sessions
Site inspection Gr
Assessment of review documents only, with no further procedure 0

If you have marked either of the first 2 options, please explain here which of the matters (as set out in your
statement below) you believe ought to be subject of that procedure, and why you consider further submissions or a
hearing necessary.

Yov Q of: eevZ A & umm 'T?f £ o S r i 4− 1 i t 9 9tG1
P o e 1Th' LJ #−6e iJ G gr'Q AJ

tJo−r Vi−,s I T T11 .S1T)

7. Site inspection
In the event that the Local Review Body decides to inspect the review site, in your opinion:

Can the site be viewed entirely from public land? Fall
Is it possible for the site to be accessed safely, and without barriers to entry? IJ−
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If there are reasons why you think the Local Review Body would be unable to undertake an unaccompanied site
inspection, please explain here:

8. Statement

You must state, in full, why you are seeking a review on your application. Your statement must set out all matters
you consider require to be taken into account in determining your review. f g you may not have a further
opportunity to add to your statement of review at a later date. It is therefore essential that you submit with your
notice of review, all necessary information and evidence that you rely on and wish the Local Review Body to
consider as part of your review.

If the Local Review Body issues a notice requesting further information from any other person or body, you will
have a period of 14 days in which to comment on any additional matter which has been raised by that person or
body.

State here the reasons for your notice of review and all matters you wish to raise. If necessary, this can be
continued or provided in full in a separate document. You may also submit additional documentation with this form.

\ p E f E L m + v r 1−tf i Z A W f t s r n − o L ) f l − o u T 1i€i2z
(Zvt 1− S r r E T k J D 7 f f e − 2 t 4 c J i J i , −off jZ3Si−a

r i t Pp'4.
f l u f r p t 1 A FP l /I

g07o

W + I t J A e O , 8 Q −e

k * iC.M .431−U CA−Q21 O
—r t r ) o y s ( , − c i J s * ' . S o

Jrw0EO)

Have you raised any matters which were not before the appointed officer at the time
your application was determined? Yes [ S i o []

If yes, please explain below a) why your are raising new material b) why it was not raised with the appointed officer
before your application was determined and C) why you believe it should now be considered with your review.

Lj j t , r r 6 1 V '1 4 £)( *11/9 L f / L4−Jt

2 t i , ' , − z t ei& our j
'9 m ' '−w'1

−J 461
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9. List o f Documents and Evidence

Please provide a list of all supporting documents, materials and evidence which you wish to submit with your notice
of review

P o − w c ,9trrS

s P94
L0 /

J 4 O E E

4
Note. The planning authority will make a copy of the notice of review, the review documents and any notice of the
procedure of the review available for inspection at an office of the planning authority until such time as the review is
determined. It may also be available on the planning authority website.
10. Checklist

Please mark the appropriate boxes to confirm that you have provided all supporting documents and evidence
relevant to your review:

Full completion of all parts of this form

Statement of your reasons for requesting a review

All documents, materials and evidence which you intend to rely on (e.g. plans and drawings or
other documents) which are now the subject of this review.(−Note.

Where the review relates to a further application e.g. renewal of planning permission or modification,
variation or removal of a planning condition or where it relates to an application for approval of matters specified in
conditions, it is advisable to provide the application reference number, approved plans and decision notice from
that earlier consent.

DECLARATION

I, the applicant/agent hereby serve notice on the planning authority to review the application as set out on this form
and in the s )orting documents. I hereby confirm that the information given in this form is true and accurate to the
best of my wiedge.Signature:

N a m e : ,q I l 4 f l z J 1 Date:______________

Any pe naldata that you have been asked to provide on this from will be held and processed in accordance with
Data Pro ecu n Legislation.
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The following emails/photos are of Tenth Avenue,Birkenshaw numbered I 2,3.These houses were built on grassland
to the rear of council housing not sure if it was greenbelt
There are 14 houses and 6 flats served by this road.which is also a turning area for houses opposite and it also
serves as a path for the industrial estate.
The opening to my drive way is 16ft 10 X 37ft the opening at Tenth Street is l i f t 10" X 38%
The other photos are of how small the front garden is and a photo of substandard road.

Photo 4,is of 48 Glasgow Road.Uddingston.Application Ref 18100009 completed 2018.

The front entrance has lithe to no front garden.There were two complaints one being that this house was accessing a
private road owned by others.the road serves approx. 20 houses and is similar to my own access road and Tenth
Ave.

Photos 5,6,7,8,these show the poor visibility from the corner of Woodhead Cres and also looking up.Photo 8 shows
how small the front garden area is on Woodhead Crescent.

Photo 9,Council estate at Viewpark/Tannochside,roadljunction serves approx. 40 cars.

731
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DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 18/01307/FUL

Date Application Valid: 29th August 2018
KPI Deadline: PA 26.11.18. KPI Target Met? Yes

Proposal 2 Semi Detached Houses

Address Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Case Officer:
Services Mr Paul Williams
106 Old Edinburgh Road
Uddingston
North Lanarkshire
G71 6BH

Local Plan Policies North Lanarkshire Local Plan
• HCF1A (Residential Amenity)
• Policy DSP 4 (Quality of Development)

Planning History
• 97/1031 0/FUL Erection of Dwellinghouse − Approved
• 08/01 755/FUL Siting of Four Containerised Storage Units − Refused
• 08/01 756/OUT Residential Development in principle − Refused

Site Visit Date(s) 21 .09.18.
Weekly List Date 6th September 2018 Weekly List Expiry Date
Neighbour 3rd September 2018 Neighbour Notification 24th September 2018Notification Sent I Expiry Date
Advert Date n/a Advert Expiry Date n/a

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting Within or in front of the front garden of 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston (a
one and a half storey dwelling with hipped gables). The site is served off a private
access road which serves 4 dwellings. The private access road is served from
the Old Edinburgh Road. Directly opposite to the north are two shops with direct
vehicular access and parking from Old Edinburgh Road. To the northwest of the
site is the Rannoch Road access into the retail park to the north. There is 2 storey
housing to the east and south of the site and an open field to the east.

Design and Materials Standard 2−storey pair of semi−detached dwellings fronting in an easterly
direction onto the private access road.

Daylight/Sunlight No Issue

Boundary Treatment Not specified

Privacy No issue with two, 2−storey dwellings in the Cuillins to the east.

Adjacent Levels Relatively flat and level

Landscaping (including Existing cut grass and hedging along north, west and eastern boundaries.
garden ground)

Access, Parking & Turning Via private access road.

Site Constraints Private access road currently serving 4 dwellings with poor visibility onto Old
Edinburgh Road due to road geometry. Also, busy road with nearby busy
junctions. In front of front elevation of existing dwelling.

Consultation Responses Health and Safety Executive does not advise, on safety grounds, against
granting planning permission. (Within consultation distance of Major gas
pipeline.)

Representations 3 letters of Objection in the following grounds

• Overdevelopment.
• Loss of front garden and outlook of 106 Old Edinburgh Road.
• Road safety − busy fast road with bend, sub−standard access with

poor visibility, with no pavement or street lighting with busy shop
access across road.

• Loss of trees.

AGENDA ITEM 2D
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r . Gas infrastructure provision issue in area.

Any Other Material Relationship between existing and proposed dwellings, lack of garden ground
Considerations

Report

Site and Locale Description

The proposed development site forms the majority of the front curtilage of 106 Old Edinburgh Road, the
proposed donor plot. Within or in front of the front garden of 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston (a one
and a half storey dwelling with hipped gables). The site is served off a private access road which serves 4
dwellings. The private access road is served from the Old Edinburgh Road. Directly opposite to the north
are two shops with direct vehicular access and parking from Old Edinburgh Road. To the northwest of the
site is the Rannoch Road access into the retail park to the north. There is 2 storey housing to the east and
south of the site and an open field to the east.

Proposed Development

The application seeks planning permission for the erection of Standard 2−storey pair of semi−detached
dwellings fronting in an easterly direction onto the private access road. The proposed dwellings would have
a front garden depth of approx 3 metres and a rear garden depth of approx. 6 metres with side gardens
between approx. 2.6 metres wide for plot 2 and approx. 3 metres wide for plot 1 to the south the southern
gable of which would be approx. 11.5 metres from the front elevation of 106 Old Edinburgh Road to the
south. The remainder of the intervening land between the application site and the main road (approx. 16
metres deep would remain undeveloped). The application site is approx. 16 metres wide by 16 metres deep
covering an area of 256 square metres or thereby. The footprint of the proposed pair of semis is approx. 10
metres wide by approx. 8 metres deep giving an approximate footprint area of 164 square metres. The
existing private access road is approx. 2.5 metres wide, wide enough for one vehicle. It would therefore
appear that the proposal could not be accommodated without the loss of the mature boundary hedging on
the eastern and western site boundaries.

Planning Assessment

Under Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, planning decisions must be made
in accordance with the relevant development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The
application raises no strategic issues in terms of the Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Strategic Development
Plan and therefore it can be assessed in terms of local plan policy.

Policy HCF1A (Protecting Residential Amenity and Community Facilities) − Residential Areas in the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan sets out that there is a presumption against developments detrimental to residential
amenity in primarily residential areas. In principle the proposal has the potential to accord with this policy
subject to a detailed assessment against policy DSP4 (see below).

Policy DSP 4 sets out that development will only be permitted where high standards of site planning and
sustainable design are achieved. This policy sets out criteria in this respect which include; character and
setting, site appraisal and evaluation of design options, water body status protection, integration into the
local area, and safe access for cars. In terms of layout, the proposed dwelling only partly meets the Council's
Developers Guide to Open Space (minimum space around dwellings) Guidance in that the front garden
depth is more than 6m and the side garden depths are 5.5m and 20m respectively. However, the rear garden
does not meet the lOm minimum requirement depth being only 6 metres deep. The proposed side gardens
are acceptable however the proposed front gardens at only 3 metres deep are sub−standard. Therefore, as
the layout is deficient in side and rear useable garden area and the siting of the dwellings does not relate
well to the existing site context and the proposed siting and orientation of the dwellings is at odds with the
donor house and would result in the loss of traditional fronting outlook for the donor house. It is therefore
considered contrary to Policy DSP 4. The relationship between the front elevations of the proposed dwellings
and the rear elevations of the dwellings at The Cuillins to the east is acceptable in terms of window to window
distance.

DSP 4 also sets out criteria for the assessment of the quality of access provision. In this case, the existing
access is sub−standard in terms of width, junction visibility, turning facilities, no pavements or street lighting.
The nature of the main Old Edinburgh Road context should also be factored in. The site is located at a point
where the main road bends downhill to southwest which reduces forward visibility when leaving the site and
heading east. It also has a similar impact on vehicles entering the site and turning left into the site from the
east. This in combination with the relatively fast traffic at this location and high levels of activity caused by
the shops and access to the retail park to the north make access and egress difficult. It is thereforePage 28 of 112



considered that the access for the proposed development is contrary to DSP 4 and that the intensification of
vehicular activity caused by the proposal would have further implications for road safety. It should be noted
that a previous application for two dwellings at this location on a larger site was refused consent in 2008
(08/01756/OUT). One of the reasons for refusal was that the proposal was contrary to policy as it would lead
to an intensification of the use of the existing sub−standard access to the detriment of road safety. The
existing access does not appear to have changed since then and this proposal is for the same number of
dwellings. The Councils 'Roads' department recommended this application in 2008 for refusal for the above
reasons.

In terms of the points of objection, these can be addressed as follows:−•

Overdevelopment.
Response: It is noted that the proposed front and rear garden depths are sub−standard in terms
of the Council's minimum space standards for new house plots which indicates that the proposal
constitutes overdevelopment.

• Loss of front garden and outlook of 106 Old Edinburgh Road.
Response: It is agreed that the proposal would lead to the loss of a traditional fronting outlook
for 106 Old Edinburgh Road and also the loss of a significant proportion of front garden.

• Road safety − Busy fast road with bend, sub−standard access with poor visibility, with no
pavement or street lighting with busy shop access across road.
Response: Points of fact agreed.

• Loss of trees.
Response: Agreed.

• Gas infrastructure provision issue in area.
Response : This is a matter for the developer.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the proposed dwelling fails to accord with policy DSP4 of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as
it is sub−standard in terms of council space standards and constitutes unacceptable overdevelopment and
cannot be integrated within the site without detriment to 106 Old Edinburgh Road and the immediate locale
given its siting and orientation. Additionally, it is considered that the proposal would lead to an intensification
of the use of the existing sub−standard access to the detriment of road safety.

Date 22nd November 2018

Reasoned Justification

The proposed development in contrary Policies DSP4 (Quality of Development) of the North Lanarkshire
Local Plan as it does not comply with council space standards and constitutes unacceptable
overdevelopment and does not integrate successfully into the local area and is considered incongruous to
the character of the area. Additionally, the proposal would result in the intensification of the use of the
existing sub−standard access to the detriment of road safety.

Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−The

proposed development is contrary to Policy DSP4 (Quality of Development) of the North Lanarkshire
Local Plan as the development would be in the front garden of 106 Old Edinburgh Road (between the
principle elevation and the main road) and the proposed plots do not comply with council space standards
and in combination this constitutes unacceptable overdevelopment and would not integrate successfully
into the local area given the proposed siting and orientation of the proposed dwellings. The proposal is
therefore considered incongruous to the character of the area and detrimental to residential amenity.

2. The proposal would result in the intensification of the use of the existing sub−standard access road to the
detriment of road safety at this location contrary to Policy DSP4.
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From: northlan_icm@northlan.gov.uk
Sent: Sun, 18 Nov 2018 14:39:36 +0000
To: Regeri & ES Planning
Subject: Form Submitted

Form Submission

Email contact

Your details

First Name Karen

Last name McGill

Date of birth 08/08/1975(dd / mm/yyyy)

Telephone (include area 07867775368code, if applicable)

Email karen@karen−mcgilt.com

Find my address

Your address

Address line 1 (house or
flat name/number and 102 Old Edinburgh Road
street)

Address line 2 Uddingston

Address line 3

City Glasgow

Postcode G71 6131−1

Comments/questions (400 words max.)
RE planning request :18/01307/FUI

Comments

We have only become aware of the above proposed
development, and have received no notification or
consultation despite the proposal the

access road to our property.

The existing proposal is .nworkable for several

reasons:

1. There are already issues with the existing

access road to 010 Edinburgh Road, the speed
limit approaching the bend is rarely adhered to
and there are regilarJy problems leaving the
street with a requirement to edge Out, there is
also only one way traffic in the access road, an
increase in traffic will result in potentially

queuing on the main road to allow cars to exit
from the street which is already congested with

AGENDA ITEM 2E
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the increased traffic at the shops across.
2. The existing access road is already struggling
with many pot holes and will require
significantly more maintenance.
3. There are currently supply issues with SGN and
l'ri unsure that the existing gas infrastructure
would cope with the additional demands that 2

more properties would bring.
4. There is no Street l:gnting, this would be

necessary with the increased traffic.
5. There are no pavements in the street, which is
acceptable with the current layout but pedestrian
safety would be questionable with additional
traffic.

SITEFORM.CONTACTEMAIL I esplanning@northlan.gov.uk
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Williams Paul

From: Karen Mcgill <karen@karen−mcgill.com>
Sent: 19 November 2018 23:26
To: Williams Paul
Cc: Craig Mcgill
Subject: 18/01307/FUL

Dear Paul

As per our telephone conversation please find our comments regarding the above planning application below:

1. The current access road already struggles with the volume of traffic which would be exacerbated with the
addition of more properties.
2. The current access road has poor visibility onto Old Edinburgh Rd and being single track causes congestion on the
main road if someone is leaving the lane as another is entering. This is at an already busy stretch of Old Edinburgh
Rd which has seen increased traffic following the opening of a new shop on that section of road. This is at a point in
the road where the speed limit decreases, however, traffic is rarely compliant and it is very difficult to exit the
existing lane safely, with visibility obstructed by hedging and neighbour fencing.
3. The current parking in the lane is already restricted with Aaron House (100 Old Edinburgh Rd) residents utilising
both the front and side of the property for parking, with front parking generally encroaching on the already narrow
access road. The plans give no provision for replacement parking for this property as the new property access would
eliminate side parking for the existing property.
4. There is no pavement or street lighting at present which is manageable for the existing properties but with
additional vehicles manoeuvring in a small area poses a risk to pedestrians in the street, particularly given these are
family sized homes, this is a potential risk for children.
S. The current gas infrastructure already struggles and we have an ongoing issue to be resolved with SGN. Could the
network cope with the additional burden?

Regards
Karen McGill
102 Old Edinburgh Rd
G71 68H
07867775368

Sent from Karen's iPhone
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Mrs R. Doyle
4 The Cuillins
Colder Rise
Uddingston

Glasgow
G71 6EY

20th September 2018
Enterprise and Place
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 IJW

Dear Mr Paul Williams

RE: Planning Application Ref: 18/01307/FUL − 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston, Glasgow, G71
6BH

We wish to make you aware of a number of strong objections that we have with regard to the
proposed development of an additional property on open space to the front of 106 Old Edinburgh
Road, Uddingston, G71 6BH, application number referenced above. As an immediate neighbour to
the site of the proposed development, w e are of the view that the proposed development will
have a serious impact on our standard of living. Our specific objections are as follows:

DEVELOPEMNT:−We

believe this development to be contradictory to local planning with over development of an
already dense residential site, once home to one detached bungalow now hosts said bungalow
along with 3 large detached homes and commercial business. The addition of these proposed
semi−detached homes would be in our eyes over development of such a small area. There is
currently no local demand for such housing with significant developments already built or currently
under construction In Tannochide (site of Old Caterpillar and Precon Bricks factories), Belishill Road
Uddingston, Broom house and top of the Homebrae Road, Uddingston behind the Smurfit Kappa
factory.

Furthermore, we are aware the proposer is proprietor of the current detached bungalow on site
but to build on the current front garden of said home is somewhat a strange proposal, who would
wish to look out from their front of their home to have the side elevation of another build within
10/15m from their front door. It not only spoils their outlook but also that of the surrounding green
belt landscape. The proposed development we believe would not have proportionate outdoor
space due to the small plot proposed.

ROAD SAFETY & ACCESS:−

The development sits on a very crucial point on the very busy Old Edinburgh Road, immediately
after a busy junction into Maryville and Rannoch Road but also the change in speed limit from
national speed limit to 40mph. At present this speed limit is not adhered too on a number of
occasions adding to the already precarious situation of Road Safety in this area.
The opposing retail outlets in recent months with the opening of a new Cake shop has generated a
significant increase in traffic especially in the evenings and very often cars are parked on the kerb
on both sides of the road including immediately outside our perimeter fence on Old Edinburgh
Road.
We believe this new development would bring additional traffic to this already congested area,
increasing the use of an a substandard single track road which has no visibility of the oncoming
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traffic without edging out onto the road to see past the hedgerow and boundary walls of the
houses in The Cuillins.

At present refuse trucks and large vehicles have to reverse up the single track road, with the
addition of this development it would add more traffic to this already cramped road and
substandard access junction, jeopardising road safety. The proposer states in their application they
have no plans to alter the current road access or layout, therefore we believe this is something
which is contrary to current road safety policy.

The proposed site of development is very small and contained, with no road frontage, so w e would
ask that consideration be made about how and where construction vehicles and staff would gain
access to the site for unloading and parking without causing a highway hazard or inconveniencing
neighbours, this would only add to the concerning road safety issues at present.

ENVIRONMENTAL:−

The aerial pictures submitted obscure the already mature greenery and shrubs currently located on
the proposed development area. Furthermore the application form states there are no trees on or
adjacent to the site, we believe this to be untrue with several trees in the middle of the plot and
significant mature hedging on both sides of the plot. This was the garden of the detached
bungalow to which the proposed houses will be built. Not only will this impact on privacy to the
opposing houses in The Cuillins but also the wildlife in and around this area which we believe to be
green belt on the other side of the mature hedging. The development of housing we believe
should not be to the detriment to the local environment including but not limited to noise, pollution
and wildlife.

PRIVACY & OUTLOOK:−

We believe the proposed houses would not only block our currently outlook to both the left and
right but the upstairs rooms would have direct sight line into both our bedroom and bathroom and
overlooking our back garden.

We would urge you to consider the responsibilities of the council under the Human Rights Act in
particular Protocol 1, Article 1 which states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all
their possessions which includes the home and other land. We believe that the proposed
development would have a dominating impact on us and our right to the quiet enjoyment of our
property.

In addition this new development would overshadow ours and neighbouring properties, currently
the sun sets at the back of our property but we would then lose further natural sunlight with the
development of the proposed properties.

In conclusion, we would be grateful if the council would take our objections into consideration
when deciding this application. We would welcome the opportunity to meet with a representative
of the planning department at our home to illustrate our objections at first hand.

Yours Sincerely

Rosaleen Doyle
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Comments for Planning Application 18101307/FUL

Application Summary
Application Number: 18/01307/FUL
Address: Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services 106 Old Edinburgh Road Uddingston
North Lanarkshire G71 6BH
Proposal: 2 Semi Detached Houses
Case Officer: Mr Paul Williams

Customer Details
Name: Mrs Rosaleen Doyle
Address: 4 The Cuillins, Calderbraes, Uddingston Glasgow, North Lanarkshire G71 6EY

Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment: DEVE LOPE MNT:−We

believe this development to be contradictory to local planning with over development of an
already dense residential site, once home to one detached bungalow now hosts said bungalow
along with 3 large detached homes and commercial business. The addition of these proposed
semi−detached homes would be in our eyes over development of such a small area. There is
currently no local demand for such housing with significant developments already built or currently
under construction In Tannochide (site of Old Caterpillar and Precon Bricks factories), Bellshill
Road Uddingston, Broomhouse and top of the Homebrae Road, Uddingston behind the Smurfit
Kappa factory.

Furthermore, we are aware the proposer is proprietor of the current detached bungalow on site but
to build on the current front garden of said home is somewhat a strange proposal, who would wish
to look out from their front of their home to have the side elevation of another build within 10/1 5m
from their front door. It not only spoils their outlook but also that of the surrounding green belt
landscape. The proposed development we believe would not have proportionate outdoor space
due to the small plot proposed.

ROAD SAFETY & ACCESS:−

The development sits on a very crucial point on the very busy Old Edinburgh Road, immediately
after a busy junction into Maryville and Rannoch Road but also the change in speed limit from
national speed limit to 40mph. At present this speed limit is not adhered too on a number of
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occasions adding to the already precarious situation of Road Safety in this area.
The opposing retail outlets in recent months with the opening of a new Cake shop has generated a
significant increase in traffic especially in the evenings and very often cars are parked on the kerb

on both sides of the road including immediately outside our perimeter fence on Old Edinburgh
Road.
We believe this new development would bring additional traffic to this already congested area,
increasing the use of an a substandard single track road which has no visibility of the oncoming
traffic without edging out onto the road to see past the hedgerow and boundary walls of the
houses in The Cuillins.

At present refuse trucks and large vehicles have to reverse up the single track road, with the
addition of this development it would add more traffic to this already cramped road and
substandard access junction, jeopardising road safety. The proposer states in their application
they have no plans to alter the current road access or layout, therefore we believe this is
something which is contrary to current road safety policy.

The proposed site of development is very small and contained, with no road frontage, so we would
ask that consideration be made about how and where construction vehicles and staff would gain

access to the site for unloading and parking without causing a highway hazard or inconveniencing
neighbours, this would only add to the concerning road safety issues at present.

ENVIRONMENTAL:−

The aerial pictures submitted obscure the already mature greenery and shrubs currently located

on the proposed development area. Furthermore the application form states there are no trees on
or adjacent to the site, we believe this to be untrue with several trees in the middle of the plot and
significant mature hedging on both sides of the plot. This was the garden of the detached
bungalow to which the proposed houses will be built. Not only will this impact on privacy to the
opposing houses in The Cuillins but also the wildlife in and around this area which we believe to
be green belt on the other side of the mature hedging. The development of housing we believe
should not be to the detriment to the local environment including but not limited to noise, pollution
and wildlife.

PRIVACY & OUTLOOK

We believe the proposed houses would not only block our currently outlook to both the left and
right but the upstairs rooms would have direct sight line into both our bedroom and bathroom and
overlooking our back garden.
We would urge you to consider the responsibilities of the council under the Human Rights Act in
particular Protocol 1, Article 1 which states that a person has the right to peaceful enjoyment of all
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their possessions which includes the home and other land. We believe that the proposed
development would have a dominating impact on us and our right to the quiet enjoyment of our
property.
In addition this new development would overshadow ours and neighbouring properties, currently
the sun sets at the back of our property but we would then lose further natural sunlight with the
development of the proposed properties.

In conclusion, we would be grateful if the council would take our objections into consideration
when deciding this application. We would welcome the opportunity to meet with a representative of
the planning department at our home to illustrate our objections at first hand.
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Comments for Planning Application 18/01307/FUL

Application Summary
Application Number: 18/01307/EU L
Address: Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services 106 Old Edinburgh Road Uddingston
North Lanarkshire G71 613H
Proposal: 2 Semi Detached Houses
Case Officer: Mr Paul Williams

Customer Details
Name: Mrs Rosaleen Doyle
Address: 4 The Cuillins, Calderbraes, Uddingston Glasgow, North Lanarkshire G71 6EY

Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:Please reference letter emailed to esplanning@northlan.gov.vuk
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Comments for Planning Application 18/01307/FUL

Application Summary
Application Number: 18/01307/FUL
Address: Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services 106 Old Edinburgh Road Uddingston
North Lanarkshire G71 613H
Proposal: 2 Semi Detached Houses
Case Officer: Mr Paul Williams

Customer Details
Name: Mrs Rosaleen Doyle
Address: 4 The Cuillins, Calderbraes, Uddingston Glasgow, North Lanarkshire G71 6EY

Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:Unable to post comments in this area, email has been sent to
esplanning@northlan.gov.uk
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Comments for Planning Application 18/01307/FUL

Application Summary
Application Number: 18/01307/FUL
Address: Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services 106 Old Edinburgh Road Uddingston
North Lanarkshire G71 6BH
Proposal: 2 Semi Detached Houses
Case Officer: Mr Paul Williams

Customer Details
Name: Ms Joyce Harrison
Address: 6 The Cuillins, Calderbraes, Uddingston Glasgow, North Lanarkshire G71 6EY

Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:Ref no− 18/01307/FUL

I OBJECT to this application for the followingreasons−1)

The development of the 2 semi detached is on a very busy road− Old Edinburgh road at a bend.

2) Cars come up the s bend very quickly. There is several entrances on both sides of the road at
this point− enterance to the Cuillins, the Birkenshaw industral estate, the farm road and danny's
snacks, and the conceled enterance to 106 old edinburgh road being also a single lane leading to
4 houses in this small area. Also there being the shop area and parking directly across from this
conceled enterance.

3) Bin lorries have to reverse along this lane to the houses.

4) There are several mature trees and a large mature hedge where the plans for the 2 semi
detached houses to be built. The photo does not show this. This will impact on the enviroment for
wildlife and privacy which we have had for 30 years and the out look over to the camsie hills will
be severly impacted.

5) The houses will be over looking our bathroom and bedroom at the back of our house.

6) I think it would be advisable for the planning team to visit the planned area for these houses to
see for themselves the problems there is especially with the traffic at peack times. The traffic can
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be tailed from the Cuillins down the s bend to the roundabout.
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Local Review Body

Planning Application 
18/01307/FUL

AGENDA ITEM 2F
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services, 
106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston
Context
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services, 
106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston
Aerial Image
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening 
Services, 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston
Site viewed from North East
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services, 
106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston
Site viewed from North
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services, 
106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston  
Site viewed from North
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening Services, 
106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston
Site viewed from West
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape 
Gardening Services, 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston
Location Plan 
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18/01307/FUL 2 Semi Detached Houses at Peter Hughes Landscape Gardening 
Services, 106 Old Edinburgh Road, Uddingston
Proposed Plan
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Planning Application 18/01307/FUL

• Do you have enough information to proceed with the Hearing?
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Planning Application 18/01307/FUL

Planning Policy

Impact of Proposal

Consultations

Representations

Review Application
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Planning Application 18/01307/FUL

• Discussion and Decision
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AGENDA ITEM 2G
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Local Review Body Procedure 
 

Stage 1 
 

 View slides of application site 

 Agree that there is sufficient information to determine the application 

 
 
Stage 2 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines the application 

 Agree the Policy position – does the proposal accord with Council policy 

 
 
Stage 3 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines other material considerations 

 Do any of the material considerations outweigh the policy position 
 
 
Stage 4 
 

 Decision and reasoned justification 
 

AGENDA ITEM 3A
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Our Ref: 18/01276/FUL
Your Ref:
Contact: Mr Edward McLennaghan
Tel: 01236632500
E−mail: esplanningnorthlan.povuk
Date: 21st November 2018

Mr Gordon Reekie

39 Crathie Drive

Glenmavis

Airdrie

North Lanarkshire

ML6 ONR

Dear Sir/Madam,

North
L narkhire

Coundi

Enterprise And Communities
Loma Bowden
Planning and Place Manager
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 IJW

Determination of Application
Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including Raising of Roof Ridge Height
39 Crathie Drive, Glenmavis, Airdrie, North Lanarkshire, ML6 0NR

I refer to your application for Planning Permission relative to the above proposal, which was registered on
21st August 2018. I write to advise you that this application was refused on 21st November 2018.

I enclose a copy of the Decision Notice.

We appreciate and value customer feedback to help us understand what we do well and where we need to
improve. This allows us to tailor our service to better meet your needs.

Please take a few minutes to complete our customer survey at
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/NLCdevelopmentmanagement. If you submitted on paper a survey form
and prepaid envelope are enclosed.

Yours faithfully,

Lb
Shirley Linton
Head of Enterprise and Place

Enterprise & Housing Resources
Shirley Linton
Head of Enterprise and Place
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld G67 1JW
www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk

lDdisablityI
I confident I

LEA1ER

−AA*EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
GLASGOW 2018

Proud Host Venue

AGENDA ITEM 3B
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North
Lanarkshire

Council

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
as amended by the

Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)

(Scotland) Regulations 2013

No: 18/01276/FUL
Date: 21st November 2018
To: Mr Gordon Reekie

39 Crathie Drive
Glenmavis
Airdrie
North Lanarkshire
ML6 ONR

With reference to your application dated 21st August 2018 for planning permission under the above
Acts and Regulations for the following development:

Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including Raising of Roof Ridge Height
39 Crathie Drive, Glenmavis, Airdrie, North Lanarkshire, ML6 ONR

North Lanarkshire Council, in exercise of its powers under the above Acts and Regulations, hereby
REFUSES planning permission for the reasons indicated in the paper apart.

The Council's reasoning for arriving at the above decision is asfollows:−Reasoned

Justification
The proposed development fails to meet the criteria set out in the policies HCF1A and DSP4
contained within the North Lanarkshire Local Plan 2012. The proposed development is not considered
acceptable in terms of its impact upon the property and the surrounding residential area.

L
Shirley Linton
Head of Enterprise and Place
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Reasons

That the proposed development is contrary to Policies HCF 1A and DSP4 of the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan as the proposed increase in scale and massing of the dwelling with
the addition of the proposed extension is considered unacceptable and out of keeping with
the neighbouring dwellings either side to the detriment of the overall visual amenity of the
area.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

PLEASE READ THESE NOTES CAREFULLY, THEY DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE, AND ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO LAWS WHICH MAY APPLY TO THE DEVELOPMENT WHICH YOU PROPOSE TO CARRY
OUT, IF YOU WISH TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ENTITLED TO RELY, YOU MUST CONSULT A SOLICITOR
OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVISER, e.g. AN ARCHITECT OR CHARTERED SURVEYOR.

(1) A copy of the plan which accompanied your application is returned docketed appropriately.

(2) If the applicant is aggrieved by this decision taken under delegated powers by the Planning Authority he may request that
a review of the decision is undertaken by the Councils Local Review Body. A request for a review (Notice of Review)
should be submitted to North Lanarkshire Council's Corporate Services Section in accordance with the Planning etc
(Scotland) Act 2006 within three months of this decision.

The Local Review Body may uphold the original decision or may reverse or vary any part of it and may deal with the
application as if it had been made to them in the first instance. This is regardless of the specific issues raised in the Notice
of Review.,

NOTE: A request for a review should be addressed to North Lanarkshire Councils Corporate Services Section, Civic
Centre, Windmillhill Street, Motherwell MI−1 lAB. The appropriate Notice of Review form is available online at
www.eplanning.scotland.gov.uk

(3) If permission to develop land is refused and the owner of the land claims that the land has become incapable of
reasonably beneficial use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonably beneficial use by the carrying
out of any development which has been or would be permitted, he may serve on the Planning Authority a purchase notice
of his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions of Sections 88 to 94 of the Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act 1997.

(4) Where it appears to the Planning Authority that there has been a breach of planning control, they may serve enforcement
and stop notices requiring the breach to be remedied.
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N O T I C E O F REVIEW

Under Section 43A(8) Of the Town and County Planning (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 (As amended) In Respect
of Decisions on Local Developments

The Town and Country Planning (Schemes of Delegation and Local Review Procedure) (SCOTLAND)
Regulations 2013

The Town and Country Planning (Appeals) (SCOTLAND) Regulations 2013

IMPORTANT: Please read and follow the guidance notes provided when completing this
form. Failure to supply all the relevant information could invalidate your notice of review.

PLEASE NOTE IT IS FASTER AND SIMPLER TO SUBMIT PLANNING APPLICATIONS
ELECTRONICALLY VIA https:llwww.eplanning.scot

1. Applicant's Details 2. Agent's Details (If any)

Title / 4 k Ref No.
Forename Forename
Surname Surname

Company Name Company Name
Building No./Name 3 c Building No./Name
Address Line 1 ( = 4 e o q 7 − H j E A d d r e s s Line I
Address Line 2 Address Line 2
Town/City TownlCity

Postcode 1 L − 6 Postcode

Telephone 0 7 9 7 7 7 8 2 74−Z Telephone
Mobile 0 7 1 7 7 7 2 7 4 − 2 Mobile
Fax − Fax
Email CA I

Email____

3. Application Details

Planning authority I !OPr '− i LAN Aej: SHIRC

Planning authority's application reference number (

Site a d d r e s s . .
− .

3 9 Ce_,4M14,(6 ø.iv'&

q L e N r . i t q V1,5 1ATE 20 FEB 2019
61 (4eLR/

Description of proposed development

r . i s i o f . − 2 5 7 − 0 E / 5 /O ? rJ t , e E F . E−¼TEtJS (Oi'J
1 A J c I j j , J 9 R d 4 i S i r 4 c , O F ROOF eoQE

1112

AGENDA ITEM 3C
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−

. − −

: −

− − −

−

− . − − . − . −

− − − − − − − − − −

− −

Date of application / 5 ' / ' 8 ' I Date of decision (if any) 2 i / i ///.

This notice must be served on the planning authority within three months of the date of decision notice or
from the date of expiry of the period allowed for determining the application.
4. Nature of AoDlication

Application for planning permission (including householder application)

Application for planning permission in principle
IJ
0

Further application (including development that has not yet commenced and where a time limit has
been imposed; renewal of planning permission and/or modification, variation or removal of a planning
condition) [J
Application for approval of matters specified in conditions

5. Reasons for seekina review

Refusal of application by appointed officer

Failure by appointed officer to determine the application within the period allowed for determination
of the application

Conditions imposed on consent by appointed officer

6. Review arocedure

11

0
0

The Local Review Body will decide on the procedure to be used to determine your review and may at any time
during the review process require that further information or representations be made to enable them to determine
the review. Further information may be required by one or a combination of procedures, such as: written
submissions; the holding of one or more hearing sessions and/or inspecting the land which is the subject of the
review case.

Please indicate what procedure (or combination of procedures) you think is most appropriate for the handling of
your review. You may tick more than one box if you wish the review to be conducted by a combination of
procedures.

Further written submissions
One or more hearing sessions
Site inspection
Assessment of review documents only, with no further procedure

B
B'

If you have marked either of the first 2 options, please explain here which of the matters (as set out in your
statement below) you believe ought to be subject of that procedure, and why you consider further submissions or a
hearing necessary.

7. Site inspection
In the event that the Local Review Body decides to inspect the review site, in your opinion:

Can the site be viewed entirely from public land?
Is it possible for the site to be accessed safely, and without barriers to entry?

2/
IZ
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If there are reasons why you think the Local Review Body would be unable to undertake an unaccompanied site
inspection, please explain here:

−

8. Statement

You must state, in full, why you are seeking a review on your application. Your statement must set out all matters
you consider require to be taken into account in determining your review. you may not have a further
opportunity to add to your statement of review at a later date. It is therefore essential that you submit with your
notice of review, all necessary information and evidence that you rely on and wish the Local Review Body to
consider as part of your review.

If the Local Review Body issues a notice requesting further information from any other person or body, you will
have a period of 14 days in which to comment on any additional matter which has been raised by that person or
body.

State here the reasons for your notice of review and all matters you wish to raise. If necessary, this can be
continued or provided in full in a separate document. You may also submit additional documentation with this form.
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Have you raised any matters which were not before the appointed officer at thff
your application was determined? Yes O N oIf

yes, please explain below a) why your are raising new material b) why it was not raised with the appointed officer
before your application was determined and c) why you believe it should now be considered with your review.
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9. List of Documents and Evidence

Please provide a list of all supporting documents, materials and evidence which you wish to submit with your notice
of review

A P I ' E 0 4 o , X / ) _ 7 − ogPjc.K..
iv

c / 4 4 / Y 7 57177,sf IYLS
#LICA77f

− ' e . r o APL,cr7J(oeca)
7 h E 5 c 7 7 S Q . v i t c − . a

Note. The planning authority will make a copy of the notice of review, the review documents and any notice of the
procedure of the review available for inspection at an office of the planning authority until such time as the review is
determined. It may also be available on the planning authority website.
10. Checklist

Please mark the appropriate boxes to confirm that you have provided all supporting documents and evidence
relevant to your review:

Full completion of all parts of this form
521<

Statement of your reasons for requesting a review

All documents, materials and evidence which you intend to rely on (e.g. plans and drawings or
other documents) which are now the subject of this review.

52/

Note. Where the review relates to a further application e.g. renewal of planning permission or modification,
variation or removal of a planning condition or where it relates to an application for approval of matters specified in
conditions, it is advisable to provide the application reference number, approved plans and decision notice from
that earlier consent.

DECLARATION

I, the applicant/agent hereby serve notice on the planning authority to review the application as set out on this form
and in the supporting documents. I hereby confirm that the information given in this form is true and accurate to the
best of my knowledge.

Signature: Name: j7ci2OOsJ 1 E i : : : Date: Z 1 9 I

Any personal data that you have been asked to provide on this from will be held and processed in accordance with
Data Protection Legislation.

4/
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A1t4DX1
05/0212019 FW: 18101276/FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Gte...

From: McLennaghan Edward
Sent: 13 September 2018 15:50
To: onestopautoshppscotland@gmail.com' <onestopautoshopscoilandgmaiI.com>
Subject: 18/01276/FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39
Crathie Drive, Glenmavis

Dear Mr Reekie,

With regard to the application above I can offer the following comments.

Having looked over the submitted plans and having visited the site I can confirm that I am content with both the two storey
side and rear extensions to the property but I have concerns regarding the overall scale and massing of the proposed
extension with regard to the proposed increased roof ridge height. In order to make the proposed dwelling sit more
comfortably within the streetscape I require that you lower the proposed roof pitch angle to match that of the existing roof
pitch which would reduce the roof ridge height by approximately 1500mm. Whilst this will still result in a new roof ridge
approximately 1000mm higher than the neighbouring properties either side and would lessen the overall accommodation
within the attic it is considered that the change is necessary to improve the overall appearance of the dwelling.

I would therefore request that you submit the amended plans within 14 days of the date of this correspondence in order
that I may conclude our assessment of the proposed development

Regards

Edward McLennaghan
Planning Officer

> North Lanarkshire Council
Enterprise and Housing Resources
Enterprise and Place
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbemauld
G67IJW

https:1ImaiI.goog(e.00m/maiVu/0I#inbox/FMfcgxvzKtPkpm0nGGcGtDXRkTPPGCW
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APFENO1−05/0212019

FW: 18/01276/FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Gle...

One Stop Autoshop <onestapautoshopsixUand@gmaIl.com> Sat, Oct6, 2018,11:48 PM

to McLennaghanE

DEAR EDWARD

IN REGARD TO YOUR RECENT EMAIL REGARDING THE NEW PROPOSED RIDGE HEIGHT AS YOU RIGHTLY POINT OUT REGARDLESS OF WHAT ANGLE
OF ROOF I PUT ON THE BUILDING THE RIDGE HEIGHT WILL BE SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER THAN THE PROPER1YS AT EITHER SIDE OF MY HOUSE. WITH
THIS IN MIND I DESIGNED THE EXTENSION WITH A 45 DEGREE RIDGE FOR THREE REASONS.
THE FIRST WAS TO MARRY THE HOUSE INTO THE STREET BETTER AS THE HOUSES DIRECTLY ACROSS THE ROAD FROM MY HOUSE HAVE A 45
PITCH IT WILL NOT LOOK OUT OF PLACE AND WILL EMULATE THESE BUILDINGS.
SECONDLY, I HAVE LIVED IN GLENMAVIS FOR 25 YEARS AND HAVE WITNESSED SOME SEVERE WINTERS. THE 45 PITCH WAS ALSO CHOSEN TO
PREVENT TOO MUCH SNOW FROM LYING ON THE ROOF MAKING IT MORE STRUCTURALLY SOUND. AS HAS BEEN PROVEN TO ME THE 35 PITCH
ALLOWS NEARLY ALL THE SNOW TO LIE ON THE ROOF. AS I INTEND TO PUT BETTER INSULATION IN THE HOUSE THIS WILL RESULT IN SNOW LYING
ON THE ROOF FOR LONGER AMOUNTING IN A LOT OF UNNECESSARY WEIGHT MEANING THAT YOUR PROPOSAL WILL NEED TO BE BUILT TO
ACCOMMODATE THE EXTRA LOAD RESULTING IN A MUCH MORE EXPENSIVE ROOF WHILST CUTTING DOWN THE USABLE FLOOR SPACE.
THE THIRD REASON FOR PICKING THE 45 DEGREE RIDGE IS I AM HAVING TO REPLACE THE ORIGINAL ROOF AS TO BUILD IN TO IT WOULD LOOK

AWFUL. AS I AM HAVING TO GO TO THIS EXPENSE THEN TO LESSEN THE COST AND MAKE IT WORTH WHILE I DESIGNED THE EXTENSION TO GIVE
ME THE MAXIMUM FLOOR SPACE FOR MY MONEY.
I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO POINT OUT THAT ALL DESIGN FEATURES HAVE BEEN LIFTED FROM OTHER DWELLINGS WITHIN A 200 YARD RADIUS OF MY
HOME AS IS SHOWN IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS THAT WERE SUBMITTED WITH MY APPLICATION IN ORDER TO MAKE MY HOUSE NOT LOOK OUT OF
PLACE WITHIN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD.

THANK YOU AND KIND REGARDS

GORDON REEKIE

https:llmait.google.00mknaiuu/OminboxJFMtcgxvzKIPIcpmflnGGcGtDxjRkTppQcw
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DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 18/01276/FLJL

Date Application Valid: 21st August 2018
KPI Deadline: KPI Target Met?

Proposal Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including Raising of Roof Ridge Height

Address 39 Crathie Drive Case Officer:
Glenmavis Mr Edward McLennaghan
Airdrie
ML6 ONR

Local Plan Policies NORTH LANARKSHIRE LOCAL PLAN (NLLP)

• HCF1A (Residential Amenity)
• DSP 4 (Quality of Development)

Planning History None.
Site Visit Date(s) 31st August 2018
Weekly List Date 30th August 2018 Weekly List Expiry Date 13 1h September 2018
Neighbour 24th August 2018 Neighbour Notification 14th September 2018Notification Sent Expiry Date
Advert Date N/A Advert Expiry Date N/A

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting The application site comprises a two storey detached dwelling located within an
established residential area of Glenmavis, Airdrie. The site is bound by similar residential
dwellings on three sides and an area of open space directly to the rear of the property.

Design and Materials The existing dwelling comprises buff brick, cream dry dash render, timber panel inserts,
dark tile roof and white upvc doors and windows. The proposed two storey side and rear
extension would increase the footprint of the dwelling to the front by removing the current
roofed porch area to the front of the garage and extending the dwelling to include this
area. In addition the extension would include and additional 2m projection to the rear of
the dwelling enlarging the overall footprint of the property further. The proposed floor area
of the dwelling as extended would move the integral garage to the front with a storage
area and extended kitchen/dining living area to the rear.

The extension would create additional accommodation to the side above the area of the
new integral garage and extended kitchen/living area. The proposals seek to increase the
current roof ridge height from 8.2m in height to that of 10.7m in height (2.5m increase as
well as a significant increase in width to accommodate further attic accommodation).

Daylight/Sunlight A daylight/sunlight test was carried out which showed that the proposed development
could be accommodated without significant detriment to neighbouring properties.

Boundary Treatment The proposed boundary treatment is a combination of walls, fencing and hedging.

Privacy The windows of the proposed extension are sufficient distance from the nearest facing
windows to not impact on existing privacy levels.

Adjacent Levels The topography of the application site is generally flat.

Landscaping (including garden No landscaping is proposed or required and there will be sufficient garden space
ground) remaining.

Access, Parking & Turning The existing access, parking and turning arrangements will not be affected by this
development with two off street parking spaces available to be maintained.

Site Constraints Coal Authority Zone 1 area.

Consultation Responses No consultation were sought in respect to the proposed development.

Representations Four letters of representation (two from one party) were received in relation to the
proposed development outlining the followingconcerns:−Concerns

in relation to the increase in ridge height of the building and the subsequent
impact on the aesthetic and original uniformity of the properties at 29−43 Crathie Drive.

AGENDA ITEM 3D
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Response: As noted in the assessment below there are concerns in relation to the overall
scale and massing of the proposed extension and the significant increase in the proposed
roof ridge height which is considered to be out of keeping with the surrounding area and
would have a detrimental impact on the visual amenity of the area.

Concern that the proposed development would be visually overbearing, incorporates an
inappropriate design and would be totally out of keeping with the immediate and adjacent
neighbouring properties.

Response: As noted in the assessment below the applicant was advised to amend the
design of the proposed extension to reduce the ridge height of the building in order to
reduce the impact of the proposals. Given the failure to amend the design it is considered
that the overall scale and massing would be overbearing visually and would be out of
keeping with the neighbouring properties in the area given the proposed height.

The other extensions carried out in the wider estate have been restricted to additional
rooms above garages or have been single storey and no properties have increased in
overall height through extension to their properties.

Response: All applications are considered on their own merit and as such other
extensions carried out to properties in the wider estate do not form a substantive part of
the assessment of the proposed development. However it is accepted that the proposed
design is considered to be out of character with the neighbouring properties and their
extensions and as such contrary to policy in this regard.

The proposed supporting information submitted by the applicant relating to photographs
of other constructions in the area are not of relevance to the proposed application.

Response: The information submitted by the applicant in support of the application is a
material consideration in the assessment of the proposed development. As noted in the
assessment below under other material considerations the supporting information
provided was not considered sufficient to override the existing concerns in relation to the
proposed design of extension.

The measurements on the proposed plans showing the clearance at the side of the
extended property are incorrect and confusing. The measurements indicated on the
approved plans do not seem to be consistent.

Response: For clarity I can advise that the proposed plans show the distance from the
extension to the neighbouring boundary with 41 Crathie Drive to the east as approximately
700mm at its narrowest at the rear and 900mm at the front. The distance between the
applicants property as extended with the neighbouring property of 41 to the east is
approximately 2000mm. The proposed plans show the distance from the extension to the
neighbouring boundary with 37 Crathie Drive to the west as approximately 1 0 0 0 m to the
boundary, 1200mm to the attached garage at its narrowest, 4700mm to the main dwelling
of 37 Crathie Drive.

The potential impact on the common boundaries between the neighbouring properties
during construction work for the extension if approved.

Response: The impact of construction work on the common boundary walls is not a
material planning consideration in the assessment of the proposed development. Any
damage and repair/reinstatement of common boundary walls would be a separate legal
matter between both parties.

Concerns that the design of the proposed extension is inappropriate (citing evidence of
appropriate and sympathetically designed extensions) and outlines concerns that the
proposed extension would encroach on the symmetry of the properties and would not
enhance the view if approved.

Response: As noted in the assessment below there are concerns with respect to the
appropriateness of the proposed design of the extension which is considered to have a
detrimental impact on the visual amenity of the area by virtue of its height, scale and
massing which is out of keeping with the surrounding residential properties.

Concerns with regard to the proposed access to the property during construction including
delivery of materials and placement of skips etc on the public road to the detriment of road
safety. In addition the possibility that the applicant may access the site via the council
open space to the rear − constituting tresspassing' of council land.

Response: The placing of skips on the public road, delivery of construction materials and
parking of vehicles on the public road are not material planning considerations in the
assessment of the proposed development. Any issues with regard to blocking of access
or illegal parking would be a matter for the police. In terms of the applicant potentially
accessing their property for construction via the council open space to the rear this wouldPage 78 of 112



be a matter for NLC Property should the applicant seek to utilise council land for
construction access.

The potential for noise nuisance, pollution and dust from construction works associated
with construction of the extension.

Response: It is accepted that there will always be a degree of noise, nuisance and
disturbance associated with any proposed construction works however it is not considered
that the construction of the proposed extension would cause any disturbance that would
necessitate the refusal of the application on those grounds.

Concerns that the proposed design and overhang of the roof would allow snow or
rainwater to cascade into the neighbouring property.

Response: The proposed design of the roof is not considered acceptable given concerns
in relation to its height, scale and massing. Any issues in relation to run off from the roof
by snow or rainwater would be a separate legal matter and not a material planning
consideration in the assessment of the application.

Concern in relation to daylight and overshadowing of the neighbouring property due to the
proposed extension.

Response: Having carried out a sunlight/daylight test the proposed extension was found
to not have a significant detrimental impact on neighbouring properties sufficient to
warrant refusal of the application.

The loss of privacy to neighbouring properties given the proposed Juliette balcony
proposed for the attic accommodation.

Response: The proposed extension does not raise any significant concerns in relation to
overlooking as none of the proposed windows or Juliette balcony would result in direct
overlooking of any neighbouring windows within 18m. The casual overlooking of the rear
garden areas is not considered to be significantly increased given the existing second
storey windows that already afford overlooking of the neighbouring rear garden areas.

The access to the site for demolition and construction, impact on the common boundary
and the necessity for the applicant to access neighbouring properties during the
construction phase which the applicant would not have legal right to do so for construction
purposes.

Response: The impact of construction work on the common boundary walls is not a
material planning consideration in the assessment of the proposed development. Any
damage and repair/reinstatement of common boundary walls would be a separate legal
matter between both parties. Any access requirements for the applicant to access
neighbouring properties is also a separate legal matter.

Concerns regarding the increase of the building line to the rear which shows the property
extending 2m beyond the existing line which is not the line of the original main building
given the brick built garage and single storey rear extension that extend beyond the line
of the main building. In effect the extension from the existing line will be an increase of
5.3m from the line of the original building.

Response: Whilst it is noted that the proposed extension extends beyond the current rear
building line it is not accepted that the increase would be effectively 5.3m. The original
rear building line has been extended by both the attached garage and single storey
extension that abuts the garage and whilst the extension will increase the footprint of the
current dwelling by a further 2m the characterisation of the proposed extension being
5.3m is not accepted.

Any Other Material The applicant was requested to reduce the roof ridge height of the proposed development
Considerations given concerns in relation to the scale and massing of the proposed extension. In

response to this request the applicant advised thefollowing:−The

applicant considered that regardless of what angle roof they put on the
building the ridge height would be significantly higher than the properties either
side.

2. The 45 degree ridge was designed for various reasons whichinclude:−•
the ridge pitch matching the properties across the road;

• the ridge pitch was to prevent too much snow from lying on the roof making
it more structurally sound (applicant advises that a 35 degree pitch allows
for nearly all snow to lie on the roof especially as better insulation will be
included in the roofspace)

• the costs of a lower pitch rood to accommodate the extra weight would be
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• The reduction in usable floor area in the attic space as the applicant would
seek to get maximum floorspace for the expense of the works

• Given the proposals would seek to replace the existing roof to build into it
would look awful.

• The applicant has provided photographic evidence to support the view that
the Dr000sals would not be out of keeoina with the wider area.

Report

Site Description

The application site comprises a two storey detached dwelling located within an established residential area of
Glenmavis, Airdrie. The site is bound by similar residential dwellings on three sides and an area of open space directly
to the rear of the property.

Proposed Development

The existing dwelling comprises buff brick, cream dry dash render, timber panel inserts, dark tile roof and white upvc
doors and windows. The proposed two storey side and rear extension would increase the footprint of the dwelling to
the front by removing the current roofed porch area to the front of the garage and extending the dwelling to include
this area. In addition the extension would include and additional 2m projection to the rear of the dwelling enlarging the
overall footprint of the property further. The proposed floor area of the dwelling as extended would move the integral
garage to the front with a storage area and extended kitchen/dining living area to the rear.

The extension would create additional accommodation to the side above the area of the new integral garage and
extended kitchen/living area. The proposals seek to increase the current roof ridge height from 8.2m in height to that
of 10.7m in height (2.5m increase as well as a significant increase in width to accommodate further attic
accommodation).

Planning Assessment

Under Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, planning decisions must be made in
accordance with the relevant development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The application
raises no strategic issues in terms of the Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Strategic Development Plan and therefore it
can be assessed in terms of local plan policy.

The site is identified as policy HCF1A (Residential Areas) which outlines that there is a presumption against
developments detrimental to residential amenity in primarily residential areas. The proposed development by virtue of
its scale and massing is considered to have a detrimental impact on the visual amenity of the area and as such is
considered contrary to policy HCF1A.

Policy DSP 4 sets out that development will only be permitted where high standards of site planning and sustainable
design are achieved. This policy sets out that development must integrate successfully into the local area and avoid
harm to neighbouring amenity by relating well to the existing context and avoiding adverse impacts on existing or
proposed properties through overlooking, loss of privacy or amenity, overshadowing, or disturbance. In this case it is
considered that the development will not have a detrimental impact through overlooking, loss of privacy or
overshadowing as noted in the comments above however there remain concerns in relation to the overall scale and
massing of the proposed extension and the significant increase in the proposed roof ridge height. The applicant was
advised of these concerns and was invited to reduce the roof pitch to reduce the massing of the proposals to address
the concerns. The applicant has advised that they do not wish to reduce the proposals for various reasons (noted
above) which include the view that the proposals will relate well to the existing context, concerns regarding a lower
pitch costing more to build and reducing the available attic floor space and concerns that building into the roof would
not be aesthetically pleasing in terms of design. Notwithstanding the points raised by the applicant concerns are still
maintained that the proposed development fails to accord with policy DSP 4 given that the scale and massing of the
extension and increase in roof ridge height is considered to be overlarge and out of a character with the neighbouring
dwellings. Whilst it is noted that the neighbouring dwellings across the road incorporate an increased roof pitch the
spacing between these properties is larger than that of the application dwelling with its neighbouring properties and
thus the impact is not considered to be as significant. The proposed development is therefore considered contrary to
policy DSP4 given the concerns highlighted above.

Other Material Considerations

Applicants Supporting Information

In terms of the additional justification for the proposed design of the extension as noted above I would advise that it is
not considered that the proposed development would match the style of the dwellings across the road. Whilst the pitch
of the proposed roof may be similar to the roof pitch of the neighbouring properties opposite the width of the applicants
extended building would be over a metre wider than the two storey parts of the dwellings across the road and as such
the proposed roof ridge would be higher. In terms of the engineering requirements of a lower pitch roof, its ability to
cope with snowfall or the cost of such works are not material planning considerations in the assessment of the
proposed development. In terms of the reduction of attic floorspace this is noted however it is considered that a two
storey extension with a lower roof ridge height would still afford a significant increase in overall accommodation for
the dwelling. Finally in reference to the applicants concern that a lower pitch roof building into the existing roof wouldPage 80 of 112



not 'look good it is considered that an appropriate design for the roof could be proposed that would both reduce the
overall scale and massing of the proposals whilst incorporating an acceptable design.

Objections

In terms of the letters of objection the matters raised are addressed in the report above and it is accepted that some
of the concerns raised in relation to the proposed design, height and impact of the proposed extension and the
detrimental impact of the proposals on the wider visually amenity of the area are accepted and reflect the assessment
of the proposals in relation to policies HCF1A and DSP4 above.

Conclusions

The proposed dwelling fails to accord with policies HCF1A and DSP4 of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as the
proposed scale and massing of the extension coupled with the proposed increase in roof ridge height is considered to
be out of character with the existing neighbouring dwellings and does not integrate successfully into the local area or
relate well to the existing context. The application is therefore recommended for refusal given the reason outlined
above.

Date 9th October 2018

Reasoned Justification

The proposed development fails to meet the criteria set out in the policies HCF1A and DSP4 contained within the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan 2012. The proposed development is not considered acceptable in terms of its impact upon the
property and the surrounding residential area.

Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−That

the proposed development is contrary to Policies HCF 1A and DSP4 of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as the
proposed increase in scale and massing of the dwelling with the addition of the proposed extension is considered
unacceptable and out of keeping with the neighbouring dwellings either side to the detriment of the overall visual
amenity of the area.
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From: Ian Mitchell
Sent: 14 Sep 2018 12:19:32 +0100
To: Regen & ES Planning
Subject: 18/01276/FUL Proposed Two Story Side and Rear Extension Including
Raising of Roof Height at 39 Crathie Drive,Glenmavis,Aidrie,North Lanarkshire,MI6 Onr

Dear Sirs,
Reference, above subject, 18/01 276/FU L regarding the Proposed Two Storey Side and
Rear Extension including Raising o f Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Glenmavis
Airdrie, North Lanarkshire, MI−6 ONR.

My wife and I have already submitted our concerns regards the above Planning
Application. However, we respectfully request that these additional comments be added
to our original submission. As stated in our previous submission, we are extremely
concerned regard the extent to which this 'extension' will impinge on the rear o f our
property.

The proposed detailed floor plans showing dimensions were posted on the Planning
Application on 10th September, this was the first occasion we were able to access and
view such dimensions which show the overall 'footprint' o f the actual extension to be
8853 x 14890. Previously submitted Proposed Elevations drawings etc. did not show such
dimensions other that indicating that the extension would extend some 2000 beyond
the exist ing line o f the proposers property.

However, this existing line is not the existing line o f the original main building. There is
a brick built garage attached to the main building which is situated on the east side o f the
property. The rear wall o f the garage extends beyond the line o f the main building, where
it abuts a rear Single Storey brick built extension (referred to as the Dining Room on
submitted Existing Ground Floor Plan). It is this wall (existing line) which is referred to
in the Proposed Elevations East/West 2.

Said Existing Ground Floor Plan actually shows the original main wall o f the property
situated between the Dining Room and the Common Room. In effect the 2000 referred to
as extending from the existing line, will in all reality, be increased to approximately 5300
from the line o f the original building.

Linda & Ian Mitchell

AGENDA ITEM 3E
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Mr & Mrs I Mitchell
Crathie Drive,

Glenmavis
Airdrie

MI−6 ONR
07790965943

30th August 2018

Enterprise And mace
Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager
Fleming House
2lryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67IJW

Dear Ms Bowden, JOL)LEDE

• ' 2OI
Notification of Planning Objection(s)

−Reference Number: I B/01276!FUL
Proposed two story side and rear extension including raising of roof ridge
height at
39 Crathie Drive, Glenmavis, Airdrie MI−6 ONR.

My wife and I wish to register our comments and objections to the planning
proposals, Ref.No. 18101276/FUL submitted by my next door neighbour, Mr Gordon
Reekie.

We live adjacent to the proposed development site and are writing to ask that North
Lanarkshire Council consider refusing this planning application in its presented form.

Herein are our comments and objections relating to this planning application!

1. The outline planning design drawing, viewed on the NLC Planning website
appears to show a discrepancy in the measurement between the proposed
extension and our boundary line. This is evident in section South 2, which
shows a dimension of 1700 from the extension wall to our fence/boundary
line. In reality this dimension is only 700.

2. On looking at section North 2, the dimensions of 1009 & 1700 shown, do not
correlate to section South 2.

3. Due to the close proximity of the extension and because of the angle of the
proposed roof pitch, we are concerned any overhang may allow snow or
rainwater to cascade down the roof and into our property.
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4. Due to the sheer size of the proposed development from front to back,
including the 3rd level roof extension, we feel that the current daylight
exposure from the west side of our property would be substantially reduced.
This could have an adverse effect on our rear landscaped garden. We are
also concerned regarding the possible loss of privacy, which may be affected
by what appear; to be a Juliet Veranda positioned at the rear on the 3rd
storey roof extension.

5. We are puzzled as to exactly how the build site will be accessed for the
demolition of the existing garage and lean−to, and the erection of the new
building walls and roof, without impacting the joint wall of our property. This
said, during a casual conversation with the proposer and prior to his
submission for Planning Permission, he informed me that we would have to
allow him access to my property during the construction phase.

6. We have since sought legal advice regards his comments and have been
informed that, yes, he may be within his 'rights' to access, but only to carry out
repairs to his property, but not to construct what is in effect a new project.

7. Consideration must also be given with regards to the potential impact on the
public pathways and the narrowness of Crathie Drive in the immediate vicinity
of the proposed works. In the same vein, where will building materials,
builders skips, storage of plant and machinery be stored during the build?

8. Reference the images provided by the applicant in his proposal, we would like
to make the following comments:

Photos 1: This image depicts a modern 'purpose built' house in the Meldrum
Mains estate some 300 metres west from the proposed extension. It is also on
the opposite side of Raebog Road (13803) and is not viewable from 39 Crathie
Drive because of trees. Its design is of no relevance to the proposed
extension!
Photos 2: The right hand image is of no relevance as it shows a side
extension above a garage at No 56 Crathie Drive. The building of this
extension had ro aesthetic impact on the surrounding houses as the owners
extended the side of their home into land where at the time no other houses
were built. They did not alter the roof ridge height as their property issemi−detached.

The practice of having 1 floor extensions above existing garages is common
in this area (see Photo A attached)
Photos 3: This shows the houses directly opposite the proposed extension.
They are completely different in design with semi−detached, villa and chalet
bungalow styles all of which lead to the character of the estate.

9 We have enclosed a few recent photographs showing various views of the
surrounding properties, one of which shows a side extension at No 31 Crathie
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Drive (Photo A) which is unobtrusive in nature without any alterations to the
roof ridge height.
Photo B depicts the property at No 39 Crathie Drive (Proposer) with Nos. 37
on the left & 41 on the right.
Photo C is a view west in Crathie Drive showing the skyline of the present
neighbouring properties including that of No 39.
Photos Dl & Dl show the distance from the proposed extension wall in
relation to that of our joint dividing/boundary wall. We must emphasise that
this dimension is only 700mm and NOT the 1700 as depicted on section
South2 of the proposers outline drawings.

In submission, we are of the opinion that the proposed design shown on the outline
plan is overbearing and out of scale in relation to the 7 adjacent villas. The proposed
finished roof height is substantial out of kilter with the aesthetic appearance and
uniformity of surrounding properties on the north side of Crathie Drive.

We look forward to a positive response to our concerns, as outlined above.

Yours sincerely

Ian Mitchell'

........./

Linda Mitchell: . . . .

..4.''............

DATED ..........
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Local Review Body

Planning Application 
18/01276/FUL 

AGENDA ITEM 3F
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie
Location of Site
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Context
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Aerial Image
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
View from Rear 
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Front Elevation 
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Properties Opposite
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Properties Opposite (north east looking upwards towards Dunne Avenue)
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Properties Opposite
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension 
including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Properties opposite (South West down towards Hawkwood
Road)
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie 
Site Plan 
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie
Existing Ground Floor Plan
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie
Existing First Floor Plan 
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including Raising of 
Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie
Existing and Proposed Elevations 
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension 
including Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie
Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie
Proposed 1st Floor Plan 
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18/01276/ FUL Proposed Two Storey Side and Rear Extension including 
Raising of Roof Ridge Height at 39 Crathie Drive, Airdrie
Loft Conversion 
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Planning Application 18/01276/FUL

• Do you have enough information to proceed with the Hearing?
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Planning Application 18/01276/FUL

Planning Policy

Impact of Proposal

Consultations

Representations

Review Application
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Planning Application 18/01276/FUL

• Discussion and Decision
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